Abstract. We define symmetric spaces in arbitrary dimension and over arbitrary non-discrete topological fields K , and we construct manifolds and symmetric spaces associated to topological continuous quasi-inverse Jordan pairs and -triple systems. This class of spaces, called smooth generalized projective geometries, generalizes the well-known (finite or infinite-dimensional) bounded symmetric domains as well as their "compact-like" duals. An interpretation of such geometries as models of Quantum Mechanics is proposed, and particular attention is paid to geometries that might be considered as "standard models" -they are associated to associative continuous inverse algebras and to Jordan algebras of hermitian elements in such an algebra.
Introduction
In finite dimensions, the theory of Lie groups is closely related to the theory of symmetric spaces. In infinite dimensions, the theory of Lie groups is by now developed in great generality, whereas for symmetric spaces there is not even a commonly accepted definition. Nevertheless, there is an interesting class of spaces, called (infinite-dimensional) bounded symmetric domains, for which one can develop a nice structure theory and which, without doubt, are honest symmetric spaces. Remarkably enough, the framework of their theory (developed by W. Kaup and H. Upmeier, cf. the monograph [Up85] and the literature given there) is not so much Lie but rather Jordan theoretic. Recently, also their "compact-like" dual symmetric spaces (the analog of the compact dual of a non-compact symmetric space in finite dimension) have attracted attention, the most important examples being infinite-dimensional Graßmannians of many kinds (cf. [PS86] , [DNS89] , [DNS90] , [KA01], [MM01] , [IM02] ). These compact-like infinite-dimensional manifolds can be seen as a "projective completion" of the underlying Jordan triple system, in a similar way as an ordinary projective space RP n can be seen as the projective completion of the affine space R n .
In the present work, which is the second part in a series of two papers started by [BN03] , we will give a far-reaching generalization of the above mentioned theories. We will not only free the real theory from the Banach space set-up present in [Up85] , but develop the theory in the context of any Hausdorff topological vector space as model space, over any non-discrete topological field. In fact, we even work over any topological ring having dense unit group. Compared with the approach from [Up85] , our approach is more algebraic and less analytic, which makes it considerably simpler and more elementary. The algebraic results from Part I of this work ( [BN03] ) which we need are summarized in Chapter 4, and the basic notions of differential calculus and manifolds over general topological fields and rings from [BGN03] are recalled in Chapter 1. The reader who is only interested in the real or complex theory may everywhere replace K by R or C , and he will see that all notions from calculus we use are the ones which he is used to.
We now give a more detailed description of the contents. In Chapter 2 the basic theory of symmetric spaces, in arbitrary dimension and over general base fields or rings (in which 2 is invertible), is developed. For several reasons, we believe that the correct starting point for the general theory is the approach to symmetric spaces by O. Loos ([Lo69] ) -the main idea being to incorporate all symmetries σ x with respects to points x in the symmetric space M into a smooth binary "multiplication map" m : M × M → M , (x, y) → σ x (y) which is nonassociative, but has other nice algebraic properties. The analogy with the theory of Lie groups then becomes very close, and we get a good analog of the functor assigning to a Lie group its Lie algebra (Theorem 2.10). For further results on the differential geometry of symmetric spaces (including the canonical connection and its curvature) we refer to [Be03b] . One should not think of symmetric spaces as homogeneous spaces G/H -homogeneity is a rather special phenomenon, and the same holds for the existence of a locally diffeomorphic exponential map which cannot be guaranteed in general (see examples and discussion of exponential maps in Remarks 2.11, 3.5, 6.5).
In Chapter 3 we construct a class of symmetric spaces related to continuous inverse Jordan algebras; by definition, these are topological Jordan algebras over K having an open set of invertible elements and for which the Jordan inverse map is continuous. Once more, we closely follow the presentation from [Lo69] (cf. loc. cit. Section II.1.2.5); however, our general framework permits to treat completely new examples such as the space of non-degenerate quadratic forms on K n which, for fields such as K = Q , is the prime example of a non-homogeneous symmetric space. For the case of Banach-Jordan algebras the symmetric space structure of the set of units has been studied by O. Loos in [Lo96] .
Having recalled in Chapter 4 the algebraic construction and main properties of "generalized projective geometries" associated to 3 -graded Lie algebras (which are the Lie theoretic counterpart of Jordan pairs), we are ready to state and to prove our first main result (Theorem 5.3): the generalized projective geometry is actually a smooth manifold (on which the so-called projective group acts by diffeomorphisms) if some natural conditions on the Jordan pair are fulfilled. Namely, the Jordan pair (V + , V − ) shall be a topological Jordan pair over K , the set (V + × V − ) × of quasi-invertible pairs shall be open in V + × V − , and the Bergman-inverse mapping (V + × V − ) × × V + × V − → V + × V − shall be continuous; then we say that (V + , V − ) is a continuous quasi-inverse Jordan pair (Section 5.1). If this is the case, a "generalized quotient rule" (Section 1.7) permits to conclude that the quasi-inverse mapping actually is smooth (Proposition 5.2), which is a major step in the proof of Theorem 5.3. Our continuous quasiinverse condition on the Jordan pair is not only sufficient, but also necessary for the associated generalized projective geometry to be a smooth manifold; thus Theorem 5.3 is the most general result that one might expect in this context. Of course, it contains the previously mentioned results in the Banach situation as special cases.
In Chapter 6, we return to symmetric spaces: a symmetric space structure on a generalized projective geometry (X + , X − ) depends on an additional structure, namely on a fixed bijection X + → X − which is a polarity -in fact, this is familiar already from the classical projective spaces X + = RP n or X + = CP n : they are turned into symmetric spaces only after the choice of a scalar product which distinguishes an identification of X + with the dual projective space X − and thus determines isometry subgroups P O n+1 , resp. P U n+1 , of the projective group P GL n+1 (K), K = R, C . We prove that, under the general assumptions of Theorem 5.3, a continuous polarity p : X + → X − is automatically smooth and gives rise to a symmetric space structure on the open set M (p) of non-isotropic points in X + (Theorem 6.2 (i)). We also calculate the associated Lie triple system (i.e., the curvature of the canonical connection; cf. [Be03b] ): it is given by anti-symmetrising the corresponding Jordan triple product (Theorem 6.2 (ii)). This generalizes the geometric Jordan-Lie functor which has been defined in [Be00] for the finite-dimensional real case.
In Chapters 7, 8 and 9, we give applications and examples of the preceding results and explain some links with the (abundant) related work in mathematics and physics. On the one hand, Jordan algebras have been introduced by P. Jordan (cf. [JNW34] ) in an attempt to lay algebraic foundations of quantum mechanics. On the other hand, research on the foundations of quantum mechanics lead by quite different arguments to the conclusion that "... quantum mechanical systems are those whose logics form some sort of projective geometries" ([Va85, p. 6]). In the hope to bring these two lines of thought together, the concept of "generalized projective geometry" has been introduced by the first named author in [Be02] . More recently, concepts of delinearization of quantum mechanics have been proposed in the context of (Banach) hermitian symmetric spaces, see [CGM03] , where this program is motivated in the following way: "The true aim of the delinearization program is to free the mathematical foundations of quantum mechanics from any reference to linear structure and to linear operators. It appears very gratifying to be aware of how naturally geometric concepts describe the more relevant aspects of ordinary quantum mechanics, suggesting that the geometric approach could be very useful also in solving open problems in Quantum Theories." The close relation of the delinearization approach via hermitian symmetric spaces to Jordan theory has not been noticed in [CGM03] nor in the closely related paper [AS97] . In Chapter 9 we propose a "dictionary" between the language of generalized projective geometries (which is equivalent to the language of Jordan theory) and the language of quantum mechanics. We do not claim anything about the applicability of this dictionary to the "physical world"; all that we aim at is to propose a terminology that makes evident the structural analogy between quantum mechanics and the theory of generalized projective geometries.
Chapters 7 and 8 are devoted to what one might call "standard models of quantum mechanics" -these are the geometries corresponding to associative continuous inverse algebras, resp. to their Jordan sub-algebras of hermitian elements. These are (in general) infinite-dimensional geometries which, however, geometrically behave very much like a projective line (over a noncommutative base ring). A special feature of these geometries is that some of their associated symmetric spaces are "of group type", i.e. they are Lie groups, considered as symmetric spaces: all orthogonal and unitary groups associated to involutive continuous inverse algebras can be realized in this way.
In the final Chapter 10 we mention some further topics and open problems related to this work.
Notation. Throughout this paper, K denotes a commutative topological ring with unit 1 (i.e. K carries a topology such that the ring operations are continuous, the group K × of invertible elements is open and inversion i: K × → K is continuous) such that the group of units K × is dense in K . We assume that 2 is invertible in K . In particular, K may be any non-discrete topological field of characteristic different from 2 such as R, C , Q , Q p , C p , * R, . . . If K is a topological ring, all K -modules V are assumed to be topological modules, i.e. they carry a topology such that the structure maps V × V → V and K × V → V are continuous. Moreover, we assume that all topological K -modules are Hausdorff. The class of continuous mappings is denoted by C 0 .
1. Calculus and manifolds 1.1. Differentiability in locally convex spaces. In order to motivate our general concept of differentiability, we recall the definition of differentiable mappings on locally convex spaces (cf. [Gl01a] , [Ke74] , [Ha82] ): suppose E, F are real locally convex spaces (not necessarily complete),
U ⊂ E open and f : U → F continuous. Then f is called of class C 1 if, for all x ∈ U and h ∈ E , the directional derivative
exists and df : U × E → F is continuous. Inductively, one defines f to be of class C k+1 if df is of class C k (cf. [Gl01a, Lemma 1.14] for this definition), and we denote by C 0 the class of continuous maps. For our purposes, the following equivalent characterization of the class C 1 will be useful:
and only if there exists a map
Proof. Given f [1] as in the proposition, we get df (x; h) = f [1] (x, h, 0), and df will be of class C 0 since so is f [1] . Conversely, assume that f is C 1 and define
is of class C 0 : this is seen by using, locally, the integral representation
(Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, cf. [Gl01a, Th. 15]; note that no completeness assumption is necessary here: a priori, the integral from the right-hand side has to be taken in the completion of F , but as it actually equals f [1] (x, h, t), it belongs to F itself.) Now the continuity of f follows by standard estimates (cf. [BGN03, Prop. 7 .4] for the details).
1.3. General definition of the class C 1 over topological fields and rings. Now let K be a general topological ring having dense group of units K × , let V, W be Hausdorff topological K -modules and U ⊂ V open. We say that a map f :
is uniquely determined by f and hence df (x) is well-defined.
Definition of the classes
for each k ∈ N 0 , and that f is of class C k+1 if and only if f is of class
1.5. Differentiation rules. We assume that f :
We define also
Then the following holds (cf. [BGN03] ):
(2) If f and g are composable and of class C k , then g•f is of class C k , and
(3) Multilinear maps of class C 0 are C k and are differentiated as usual. In particular, if f, g : U → K are C 1 , then the product f · g is C 1 , and
It follows that rational maps K n ⊃ U → K m are always C ∞ and are differentiated as usual.
(5) The cartesian product of two
then the rule on partial derivatives holds:
Hence, if f is of class C k and x ∈ U , then the map
is a symmetric multilinear C 0 -map.
(8) There are several versions of Taylor's formula (see [BGN03] ), but none of them will be used in this work.
1.6. Continuous inverse algebras. We will need various generalizations of the quotient rule (4). An associative K -algebra A with unit 1 is called a continuous inverse algebra (c.i.a.) if the product A × A → A is continuous, the unit group A × is open in A and inversion i :
we see that i actually is C 1 and i
. Iterating this argument, we see that i is C ∞ .
1.7. The generalized quotient rule. For the second generalization of the quotient rule, assume f : E ⊃ U → End(F ) takes, on the open set U ⊂ E , values in the group GL(F ) of (continuous) invertible linear self-maps of E . We do not want to fix a topology on End(F ), and hence it makes no sense to assume f or the inversion map j : GL(F ) → GL(F ) to be continuous or differentiable. Instead, we assume that f :
is of class C 0 . We claim that then jf also is of class C k . Indeed, for k = 1 we have:
which is the same as the product of s with
which, according to our assumptions, is a C 0 -map. It follows that jf is C 1 , and letting s = 0 , we get
Moreover, using Equation (1.1) together with the chain rule, we can iterate this argument, and it follows that jf is C k if so is f .
Manifolds.
A C k -manifold with atlas (modeled on the topological K -module E ) (where k ∈ N 0 ∪ {∞} ) is a topological space M together with an E -atlas A = {(ϕ i , U i ) : i ∈ I} . This means that U i , i ∈ I , is a covering of M by open sets, and
and its inverse ϕ ji are of class C k . If the atlas A is maximal in the sense that it contains all compatible charts, then M is called a C k -manifold (modeled on E ). Smooth maps between manifolds (with or without atlas) are now defined as usual, and it is seen that C k -manifolds (with or without atlas) form a category.
1.9. The tangent functor. Set-theoretically, M can be seen as the quotient of the following equivalence relation S/ ∼ , where
Then the tangent bundle is defined to be the quotient of the equivalence relation on the set
given by:
All usual properties of the tangent bundle are now easily proved (cf. [BGN03] ); in particular, there is a natural manifold structure (with atlas T A) on T M such that the natural projection π : T M → M is smooth; the tangent space T p M is defined to be the fiber π
there is a well-defined tangent map T f : T M → T N , and we have the usual functorial properties (including compatibility with direct products: T (M × N ) ∼ = T M × T N ); thus T will be called the tangent functor. 
(2.1) Formula (2.1) is nothing but the rule on partial derivatives (1.5. (6)) written in the language of manifolds. In particular, (2.1) shows that the canonical projection and the zero section,
are homomorphisms of manifolds with multiplication. We will always identify M with the subspace z(M ) of T M . Then (2.1) implies that the operator of left multiplication by p = 0 p in T M is nothing but T (l p ) : T M → T M , and similarly for right multiplications.
Lie groups.
A Lie group over K is a smooth K -manifold G carrying a group structure such that the multiplication map m : G × G → G and the inversion map i : G → G are smooth. Homomorphisms of Lie groups are smooth group homomorphisms. Clearly, Lie groups and their homomorphisms form a category in which direct products exist. Applying the tangent functor to the defining identities of the group structure (G, m, i, e), it is immediately seen that then (T G, T m, T i, 0 TeG ) is again a Lie group such that π : T G → G becomes a homomorphism of Lie groups and such that the zero section z : G → T G also is a homomorphism of Lie groups.
The Lie algebra of a Lie group. A vector field
In particular, X(g) = X(l g (e)) = T e l g X(e); thus X is uniquely determined by the value X(e), and thus the map
from the space of left invariant vector fields into T e G is injective. It is also surjective: if v ∈ T e G, then right multiplication with v in T G, T r v : T G → T G preserves fibers and hence defines a vector field
which is left invariant since right multiplications commute with left multiplications. Now, the space X(G) lG is a Lie subalgebra of X(M ); this follows immediately from the naturality of the Lie bracket because X is left invariant if and only if the pair (X, X) is l g -related for all g ∈ G.
The space g := T e G with the Lie bracket defined by [v, w] 
(ii) For every homomorphism f : G → H , the tangent mapḟ := T e f : g → h is a homomorphism of Lie algebras.
Proof.
, it is represented in the chart by a smooth map (which again will be denoted by The functor from Lie groups over K into C 0 -Lie algebras over K will be called the Lie functor over K .
Symmetric spaces.
A symmetric space over K is a smooth manifold with a multiplication map m : M ×M → M such that, for all x, y, z ∈ M , writing also σ x for the left multiplication l x ,
Homomorphisms of symmetric spaces are the corresponding homomorphisms of manifolds with multiplication. The left multiplication operator σ x is, by (M1)-(M3), an automorphism of order two fixing x; it is called the symmetry around x. Since 2 is invertible in K , Property (M4) says that, "infinitesimally", x is an isolated fixed point of the symmetry σ x . If we have an implicit function theorem at our disposition, then this holds also locally (see [Ne02, Lemma 3 .2] for the Banach case). In particular, in the finite-dimensional case over K = R, our definition is equivalent to the one by O. Loos in [Lo69] .
Remark. It would be interesting to know whether there are real infinite-dimensional symmetric spaces for which x is not isolated in the set of fixed points of the symmetry σ x . If there were a (infinite-dimensional real) Lie group G for which the unit element is not isolated in the space of elements of order 2, then we could take M = G with m(g, h) = gh −1 g .
The group G(M ) generated by all products σ x σ y , x, y ∈ M , is a (normal) subgroup of Aut(M, m), called the group of displacements. A distinguished point o ∈ M is called a base point. With respect to a base point, one defines the quadratic representation
Proposition 2.6. The tangent bundle (T M, T m) of a symmetric space is again a symmetric space.
Proof.
We express the identities (M1)-(M3) by commutative diagrams to which we apply the tangent functor T . Since T commutes with direct products, we get the same diagrams and hence the laws (M1)-(M3) for T m (cf. [Lo69, II.2] for the explicit form of the diagrams).
Next we prove (M4): first of all, note that the fibers of π : T M → M (i.e. the tangent spaces) are stable under T m because π is a homomorphism. We claim that for v, w ∈ T p M the explicit formula T m(v, w) = 2v − w holds (i.e. the structure induced on tangent spaces is the canonical "flat" symmetric structure of an affine space). In fact, from (M3) for T m we get
also is an automorphism of (T M, T m), as shows Formula (2.1). Therefore the automorphism group of T M acts transitively on fibers, and after conjugation of σ v with (
we may assume that v = 0 p . But in this case the proof of our claim is easy: we have σ 0p = T σ p , and since
2.7. The algebra of derivations of M . A vector field X : M → T M on a symmetric space M is called a derivation if X is also a homomorphism of symmetric spaces. This can be rephrased by saying that (X × X, X) is m-related. The naturality of the Lie bracket therefore implies that the space g of derivations is stable under the Lie bracket. It is also easily checked that it is a K -submodule of X(M ), and hence g ⊂ X(M ) is a Lie-subalgebra.
Let us fix a base point o ∈ M . The map X → T σ o • X • σ is a Lie algebra automorphism of X(M ) of order 2 which stabilizes g. We let
be its associated eigenspace decomposition (recall that 2 is assumed to be invertible in K ). The space g + is a Lie subalgebra of X(M ), whereas g − is only closed under the triple bracket
Proposition 2.8.
It is a composition of homomorphisms and hence is itself a homomorphism from M into T M . Moreover, as we have seen in the proof of Proposition 2.6, v(o) = v . Thus we will be done if we can show that v ∈ g − . First of all, v is a vector field since
2.9. The Lie triple system of a symmetric space with base point. The space m := T o M with triple bracket given by 
Proof. One uses the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 2.4.
The functor from symmetric spaces with base point to C 0 -Lie triple systems will be called the Lie functor for symmetric spaces. It contains the Lie functor for Lie groups in the following sense: if G is a Lie group, then m(x, y) = xy −1 x defines on G the structure of a symmetric space (the condition (M4) here is equivalent to T i(e) = − id TeG which is proved in the same way as usual), and as in [Lo69] it is seen that the Lts of G is given in terms of the Lie algebra of G by
2.11. On geodesics and exponential maps. If M is a finite-dimensional real or complex symmetric space and M 1 is a connected component of M , then the subgroup G(M 1 ) of G(M ) generated by all products σ x σ y , x, y ∈ M 1 , acts transitively on M 1 . This follows from the existence of an exponential map in this case (cf. [Lo69] ). In the general case, even for K = R, there is no exponential map, and the connected components need no longer be homogeneous. In the following, we give a brief account of the relevant definitions and explain the main arguments.
If M is a symmetric space over K , we define a geodesic to be a non-constant homomorphism γ : K → M , where K carries the "canonical flat symmetric space structure" m(v, w) = 2v − w which exists on any topological K -module. We say that M is geodesically connected if any two points p, q ∈ M can be joined by a broken geodesic, i.e. there exist points p = p 0 , . . . , p n = q such that p i and p i+1 can be joined by a geodesic.
Proposition 2.12.
If M is geodesically connected, then the transvection group G(M ) acts transitively on M .
Proof. We use the same arguments as in the real finite-dimensional case ([Lo69]): if γ : K → M is a geodesic such that γ(0) = p i and γ(1) = p i+1 , we let y := γ(
. Now the claim follows by a trivial induction on n.
The crucial property used in the proof is that for two points, sufficiently close to each other, we can find a midpoint. The midpoint should be seen as a "square root" of one point with respect to the other; thus the lack of square roots in K is one obstruction for homogeneity of symmetric spaces, as is illustrated by the example of the projective space QP n over K = Q . Note also that geodesic connectedness does not imply connectedness in the topological sense since already K may be totally disconnected as the example of the p-adic numbers Q p shows.
We say that M has an exponential map if, for every p ∈ M and v ∈ T p M , there exists a unique geodesic ϕ v : K → M such that ϕ v (0) = p and T 0 ϕ v (1) = v and such that the map
is smooth. We say that M is locally exponential if M has an exponential map, and for all p ∈ M , Exp p is a diffeomorphism of some neighborhood of 0 in T p M onto some neighborhood of p in M . Then the set of all points that can be joined to a given point by a broken geodesic is open, and hence M is geodesically connected if M is topologically connected. It can be shown that, if K = R and the model space of V is a Banach space, then M is locally exponential (one can use the same arguments as in [Lo69] ) and hence G(M ) acts transitively on topological connected components. However, already for Fréchet symmetric spaces this is no longer true in general.
3. Symmetric spaces associated to continuous inverse Jordan algebras 3.1. Unit groups of continuous inverse algebras. It is clear that the unit group A × of a continuous inverse algebra A (cf. Section 1.6) is a Lie group. The associated Lie algebra is A with the commutator bracket. We are going to explain a similar construction which arises when one tries to replace the commutator by the anti-commutator.
Continuous inverse Jordan algebras.
and
Then the fundamental formula holds:
One defines the Jordan inverse j by
We say that V is a continuous inverse Jordan algebra (c.i.J.a.) if V is a topological Jordan algebra such that V × is open in V and j : V × → V is C 0 .
Proposition 3.3. The Jordan inverse of a continuous inverse Jordan algebra is smooth, and its differential is given by
dj(x)v = −Q(x) −1 v.
Proof.
The fact that j is smooth follows from the generalized quotient rule (1.7) with f : V → End(V ), x → Q(x) because the associated map f : (x, v) → Q(x)v is C 0 and polynomial, hence C ∞ . However, in order to find the correct expression for the differential, we repeat the main steps of the calculation:
The expression following the scalar t is j [1] (x, h, t). Letting t = 0 , we get 
(cf. [Lo96] for the Banach case) Using the fundamental formula (3.2), it is easily checked that m(x, y) belongs to V × if x, y belong to V × . Thus m is well-defined, and it is smooth since the Jordan inversion is smooth (Prop. 3.3) .
Property (M1) follows trivially from the definition of j , (M2) and (M3) follow by straightforward calculations from the fundamental formula (cf. also [Lo69, II.1.2.5]), and since σ 1 (y) = y −1 , we have σ x σ 1 (y) = Q(x)((y −1 ) −1 ) = Q(x)y , proving that the quadratic representation of M and the quadratic representation of the Jordan algebra coincide on V × . Next we prove (M4) (using Prop. 3.3):
In order to calculate the Lie triple system, we remark first that T M = T (V × ) is realized by the same construction as V , but with respect to the Jordan algebra T V ∼ = V × V with product being the tangent map of the Jordan product of
algebraically, this is the scalar extension of V by the ring of dual numbers over K ,
Taking the unit element 1 as base point, the tangent vector v ∈ T 1 M corresponds to the element 1 + εv ∈ T V . Recall from the proof of Proposition 2.8 the vector field
With the preceding notation, 0 p = p + ε0 , v = 1 + εv , and v is in the chart V described by
In other words, in the chart V , v is the linear vector field given by the operator L(v) : V → V . But then Formula (1.2) shows that the commutator of two linear vector fields L(x) and L(y) is simply the (negative of) the usual bracket [L(x), L(y)] of endomorphisms and hence the triple commutator is given by
One can prove a converse of Theorem 3.4: a symmetric space M which is open in a Kmodule V and such that the quadratic map extends to a homogeneous quadratic polynomial, is essentially given by the preceding construction; in [Be00, Ch. II] (in the finite-dimensional real case) such spaces have been called quadratic prehomogeneous symmetric spaces.
3.5. Remark on the orbit structure for the action of G(M ). In general, M = V × is far from being homogeneous under the action of the group G(M ): for instance, if V = Sym(n, K) is the Jordan algebra of symmetric n × n-matrices over K , then V × is the space of non-degenerate quadratic forms on K n . The group G(M ) is contained in GL(V ), acting in the usual way on the space of forms. It follows that the G(M )-orbits are included in congruence classes of forms, and hence the orbit structure is at least as complicated as the classification of (non-degenerate) quadratic forms over K .
If V is a Banach Jordan algebra over K ∈ {R, C} , then V × is a Banach symmetric space, hence is locally exponential (Section 2.11). The exponential map at the base point 1 is given by the usual exponential series e v = 
Geometries associated to Jordan pairs
In this chapter we review the algebraic theory from [BN03] ; results quoted without further comment can be found there. Our basic reference for Jordan pairs is [Lo75] .
Three-graded Lie algebras and Jordan pairs. A 3 -graded Lie algebra (over K ) is a Lie algebra over K of the form
.e., g ±1 are abelian subalgebras which are g 0 -modules, in the following often denoted by V ± or g ± , and [g 1 , g −1 ] ⊂ g 0 . Then the linear map D : g → g with DX = iX (X ∈ g i ) is a derivation, called the grading element, and if D is inner, D = ad(E), then the grading is called an inner 3 -grading, and E is called an Euler operator. The pair (V + , V − ) together with the trilinear maps
is a (linear) Jordan pair over K , i.e. it satisfies the identities, where we use the notation
Conversely, every linear Jordan pair arises in this way.
The projective elementary group. Let (g, D)
be a 3 -graded Lie algebra over K . For x ∈ g ±1 , the operator e ad x = 1 + ad x + 1 2 (ad x) 2 is a well defined automorphism of g. The group generated by these operators,
is called the projective elementary group of (g, D). With respect to the fixed 3 -grading, automorphisms g of g will often be written in "matrix form"
In particular, the generators of G are represented by the following matrices (where x ∈ g 1 , y ∈ g −1 , h ∈ H ):
(4.5) The subgroups U ± := U ± (D) := e ad g± of G are abelian and generate G. We define the automorphism group of (g, D) to be Aut(g, D) = {g ∈ Aut(g) : g • D = D • g} , and we further define subgroups H := H(D) and
4.3. The projective completion. From now on we assume that the grading derivation D is inner, D = ad(E). We denote by
the space of all inner 3 -gradings. By definition, the group H is the stabilizer of D in G(D), and hence the homogeneous space M := G(D)/H is just the orbit of D under the action of G(D) on G . One shows that P ± is precisely the stabilizer group of the flag
Flags of this type are called inner 3 -filtrations of g, and the space of inner 3 -filtrations is denoted by F . The flags o ± := f ∓ (ad(E)) are (for fixed E ) called the canonical base points in F , and we denote by
are injective, called the projective completion of V ± . The reader may think of X ± as a kind of "manifold" modeled on the K -modules V ± : we will say that
is the natural atlas of X + . The chart domains g(V + ) carry a natural structure of an affine space over K , depending only on the point y := g.o − ∈ X − . We then write V y := g(V + ) and denote for x, z ∈ V y by µ r (x, y, z) := rz 4.5. Denominators and nominators. For x ∈ V + and g ∈ Aut(g), we define
where the "matrix coefficients" h ij are as in Equation (4.4). Then
are quadratic polynomial maps, called the denominator and co-denominator of g (w.r.t. the fixed inner grading ad(E)). In particular, if g = e ad(w) ,
are called the Bergman operators. For x ∈ V + and g ∈ Aut(g), we define the nominator of g to be n g (x) := pr 1 (e − ad(
Theorem 4.6. Let g ∈ Aut(g) and x ∈ V + . Then g.x ∈ V + if and only if d g (x) and c g (x) are invertible, and then the value g.x ∈ V + is given by
In particular, for g = e ad(w) , w ∈ V − , we get from Theorem 4.6
In axiomatic Jordan theory, the last expression is denoted by x w and is called the quasi-inverse (cf. 
where σ, ν ∈ {±} and g, h ∈ G, resp.
These maps are quadratic polynomials in x and in y , and nominators and denominators are partial maps of p and q by fixing one of the arguments to be zero. A Jordan fractional quadratic map is a map of the form
where q, p are Jordan matrix coefficients of type (1,1), resp. (1,0), and U = {(x, y) ∈ V σ × V ν : q(x, y) ∈ GL(V + )} .
Theorem 4.8. The actions
are given, with respect to all charts from the atlas A (cf. Eqn. (2.6)), by Jordan fractional quadratic maps. In other words, for all g, h ∈ G, the maps 
is open in V + × V − , and the "Bergman inverse map"
is of class C 0 .
(C2) We say that a topological Jordan pair (V + , V − ) is a (C2)-Jordan pair or a weak continuous quasi-inverse Jordan pair if, for any a ∈ V − , the set
is open in V + , and the "partial Bergman inverse map"
is of class C 0 , and if the dual condition, with V + and V − interchanged, also holds. 
It is clear that condition (C1) implies (C2)
.
Proposition 5.2. In a (C1)-Jordan pair, the quasi-inversion map
is smooth, and in a (C2)-Jordan pair, the partial maps
Proof. Assume (V + , V − ) satisfies Condition (C1). Following the notation from Section 1.8, we let
Then f is a continuous polynomial, hence C ∞ , and by (C1), jf is C 0 . The generalized quotient rule (Section 1.8) implies then that jf is C ∞ . We recall from Theorem 4.6 that for x ∈ U a we have e ad(a) .
We therefore see that the map
is C ∞ , and that the quasi-inversion map is C ∞ . The second claim is proved by similar arguments. (i) There exist on X ± structures of a smooth manifolds, modeled on the topological K -modules V + , resp., V − , uniquely defined by the condition that the collection of charts A ± = (g(V ± ), g ∈ G) defined in Equation (4.11) becomes an atlas of X ± .
(ii) The projective group G acts by diffeomorphisms of X + and of
is invertible for some x ∈ V + , then the set
is a smooth map whose differential at the point x is given by
, then we have with respect to the manifold structure defined in Part (i):
(iii) The actions
(v) For r ∈ K × , the multiplication map
.12)) is defined on an open set and is smooth.
Proof. We prove (i) for X := X + . Uniqueness of the differentiable structure is clear since the sets g(V + ), g ∈ G, cover X . In order to prove existence, we equip X with the final topology with respect to the maps (the finest topology for which all these maps are continuous)
for g ∈ G, where ϕ e is the inclusion V + ⊂ X . In other words, a subset O ⊆ X is open if and only if all inverse images ϕ −1
Step 1. G acts by homeomorphisms on X . This is immediate from the definition of the topology on X .
Step 2. Let us show that the induced topology on V + ⊂ X is the original topology on V + . Clearly, the intersection of an open set O of X with
If this set is empty, we are done; if not, pick
.0 = g.x ∈ U , and replacing g by g • e ad(x) we may assume that x = 0 . Now, every g ∈ G such that g.0 ∈ V + admits a unique decomposition
(cf. [BN03, Th. 1.12 (4)]). Hence 
Now it suffices to show that
h −1 (U − v) is open in V + because e ad(
Proof.
We prove the lemma by induction on the "word length of g " which is, by definition, the smallest k ∈ N such that g has an expression of the form + for all x ∈ V + . Now let g ∈ G be arbitrary and assume that the claim holds for all elements of G of smaller word length than g . We write g = g • e ad(w k ) e ad(v k ) with g of word length smaller than the one of g . Then, again using the cocycle relations, we have Note that the proof of the lemma immediately carries over to any Jordan pair such that each set U a , a ∈ V − , generates V + as a K -module. However, for general Jordan pairs this property does not always hold -take e.g. the ring K[x], seen as a Jordan algebra over K , where the unit group is far from generating K[x] as a K -module. Now, returning to the proof of the theorem, note that elements of B + are continuous linear operators on V + since so are all B(x, y), x ∈ V + , y ∈ V − . Therefore, by Lemma 5.4, for all h ∈ H , h 11 = d h (0) is continuous on V + . But the action of h on V + is given by h.x = h 11 x, and hence h acts continuously on V + . This achieves the proof of Step 2. (Note that, in particular, we have shown that V + is open in X .)
Step 3. The transition functions are smooth. In fact, the transition functions are
for b, c ∈ G. We have already seen that they are homeomorphisms. If the intersections are non-empty, we may as above decompose g := c −1 b as a product g = e ad(v) he ad(w) ; the element e ad(v) with v ∈ V acts as a translation, hence smoothly, the element e ad(w) with w ∈ V − acts smoothly according to Proposition 5.2, and the element h ∈ H is a continuous linear map by Lemma 5.4 and hence also acts smoothly. Taken together, Step 2 and Step 3 show that X is a smooth manifold.
(ii) The proof of Step 3 above shows that elements g ∈ G act smoothly on X . It only remains to show that the differential of g is related to the denominator via dg(x) = d g (x) −1 . As above, we first reduce to the case g ∈ P − and x = o. Then we decompose g = he ad(a) , 
where the last term, divided by t, is a C 0 -map of t and v taking value v for t = 0 .
(iii) Recall that, according to [BN03, Th. 3 .7], both actions are described in charts by Jordan fractional quadratic maps as defined in Section 4. Therefore it suffices to show that Jordan fractional quadratic maps are smooth: first of all, if the elements g, h ∈ G appearing in the definition from 4.7 are trivial, then our claim amounts to saying that the quasi-inversion map is smooth, which is true in a (C1)-Jordan pair, according to Proposition 5.2. If g and h are not trivial, then they can be written as a composition of translations and quasi inverses which, according to step (i), act as diffeomorphisms. Hence all Jordan fractional quadratic maps are smooth.
× is open by Property (C1).
(v) The argument proving this claim is the same as for part (iii), using that also µ r is given by Jordan fractional quadratic maps [BN03, Th. 4.3].
Theorem 5.5. Proof. For all three models of the tangent bundle, the tangent space T o X + , as a K -module, is isomorphic to V + . Therefore in all models we get a homogeneous bundle of the kind G × P − V + , and we only have to show that the actions of the stabilizer group P − on V + coincide in these three pictures. In the context of smooth manifolds, the group P − acts on V + via the linear isotropy representation π(p) = T o (p). In the chart V + , using Theorem 5.3(ii), we get
. This is the representation of P − used in the model for the tangent bundle in [BN03] , and hence these two models coincide. Finally, for the model used in [Be02] , as shown in [Be02, (7. 3)], the action of U − on V + is trivial, and the action of H commutes with ε o,o ′ , so H acts on V + as group of automorphisms of the Jordan pair (V + , V − ). This characterizes the representation of P − used in the other two models, and hence all three models are isomorphic as G-bundles.
6. Smooth polar geometries and associated symmetric spaces 6.1. Continuous inverse Jordan triple systems. Assume (g, D) is a 3-graded Lie algebra with an involution θ (automorphism of order 2 reversing the grading). Then V := g 1 together with the trilinear map T :
is a Jordan triple system (Jts) which, by definition, is a K -module V with a trilinear map 
6.2. Polarities. Every involution θ of a given inner 3 -graded Lie algebra (g, D) induces a bijection p :
We say that p is a polarity because it is an anti-automorphism of the generalized projective geometry (X + , X − ) (in the sense of [Be02, Ch. 3]) and the corresponding space of non-isotropic points
contains the base point o + and hence is non-empty. The multiplication map 
is a bijection, and hence in the chart
This set is open in V if (V, T ) is (C1). Proof.
As mentioned above, the identities (M1), (M2), (M3) hold already in the purely algebraic context of any generalized projective geometry (topological or not) with polarity. Let us prove (M4): the involution σ x is given by the element (−1) x,p(x) of the group G and hence acts as a diffeomorphism. W.l.o.g. we may assume that x = o; then in the chart V this diffeomorphism is given by − id V , and hence (M4) holds. Moreover, 0 is the only fixed point of
It only remains to show that µ is smooth. This follows from the fact that µ(x, y) = µ −1 (x, x, y) (when identifying X + with X − ), and µ 
6.4. Remark on the orbit structure of M (p) . The space M = (X + × X − ) ⊤ is always a homogeneous symmetric space M ∼ = G/H with G and H as in 4.2, but M (p) , which can be seen as the intersection of M with the diagonal in X × X (cf. Equation (6.4)), is in general not homogeneous under its transvection group. A typical example for this situation is given by the projective spaces over symmetric spaces) ). -In the following two chapters we will specialize our theory to two important types of Jordan algebras, namely to associative algebras and to Jordan algebras of hermitian elements.
7. The projective line over an associative algebra 7.1. Associative algebras as Jordan pairs. In this chapter, A is an associative algebra with unit 1 over a commutative ring K having 7.2. The three-graded picture. The K -Lie algebra g := gl 2 (A) of 2 × 2 -matrices with coefficients in A has a natural 3 -grading
which is given by the Euler operator
This 3 -grading has a natural involution given by
From the commutator relation
it follows that the Jordan triple system associated to these data is A with T (x, y, z) = xyz +zyx. Next we are going to describe another model of the geometry associated to this Jordan triple system.
The projective line.
If A is an associative K -algebra, we consider W := A × A as a right A-module; elements of W are written as column vectors. The projective line over A is, by definition, the space
of A-submodules E that are isomorphic to A and admit a complement which is also isomorphic to A (cf. [BN03, Section 8.7], [BlHa01] or [H95] ). Elements of P can be written in the form
where x y is a base vector of E over A. For (E, F ) ∈ P × P we write E⊤F if W = E ⊕ F , and we let (P × P) ⊤ = {(E, F ) ∈ P × P| E⊤F } . Then the map
is a bijection. As "canonical" base point in (P × P) 
7.4. Affine charts of the projective line. Every pair (E, F ) ∈ (P×P) ⊤ defines a linearization of P: the set F ⊤ of elements that are transversal to F is an affine space over K (not over A in general), and taking E as origin, F ⊤ is turned into a K -module. This module is (noncanonically) isomorphic to A. For the canonical base point (o + , o − ) we fix such an imbedding of A into P:
Note that Γ z is the graph of the left translation l z : A → A, a → za. In this picture, the action of GL 2 (A) is described by usual fractional linear transformations,
In particular, the matrix F from Equation (7.3) represents inversion in A, and I 1,1 (Equation (7.2)) represents multiplication by the scalar −1 . The imbedding Γ : A → P does not only depend on the base point (o + , o − ) but also on the fixed normalization of its representatives; however, the sets Γ(A) and Γ(A × ) depend only on (o + , o − ). For Γ(A × ) a more intrinsic description is given by Γ(A × ) = Γ(A) ∩ {E ∈ P| E⊤I 1,1 (E)}, (7.6) and the projective transformation induced by I 1,1 indeed depends only on (o + , o − ) (in fact, we have seen above that I 1,1 is induced by multiplication by the scalar −1 in the K -module defined by the pair (o + , o − ) and hence its effect on P depends only on (o + , o − )). Moreover, the symmetric space structure on Γ(A × ) also depends only on the pair (o + , o − ), whereas the group structure cannot be defined in terms of (o + , o − ) alone.
7.5. Imbedding of the projective line into the three-graded model. For every projection p : W → W , ad(p) : g → g is an inner 3-grading, and for every E = im(p) ∈ P, we get the corresponding flag (f 1 ⊂ f 0 ⊂ g) ∈ F which only depends on E . This defines a commutative diagram of maps P ∼ = (P × P)
which are all GL 2 (A)-equivariant, and the vertical arrows are injective ([BN03, Theorem 8.4]). In particular, the natural map P → F is an injection, and it is a bijection when restricted to the "(geometric) connected components of the base point" which are the orbits of the respective base points under the elementary projective group G = PE 2 (A), where
Note that the matrix
belongs to E 2 (A) and satisfies J.o + = o − . It follows that in both models we have X + = X − as sets. Moreover, since all base points in (P × P) ⊤ are conjugate under GL 2 (A), the same results hold also for all other geometric connected components of P.
7.6. Manifold structures. Now assume that K is a topological ring and A is a c.i.a. over K . As we have seen in Section 7.1, A is then a (C1)-Jordan triple system, and hence the projective completion X + ∼ = G/P − of A carries a natural manifold structure satisfying all properties from Theorem 5.3. Using the imbedding from Section 7.5, by transport of structure, the component G.o − ⊂ P can be equipped with the same structure, and since P is a disjoint union of geometric connected components which are conjugate under GL 2 (A), we get a natural manifold structure on all of P. This manifold structure agrees with the one that is obtained by taking Γ(A) ⊂ P as "base chart" and then constructing directly, via the action of GL 2 (A), an atlas on P in the same way as we did for X + in Chapter 5. This is an immediate consequence of the GL 2 (A)-equivariance of the diagram (7.7).
7.7. Symmetric space structures. Associated to the given base point (o + , o − ) ∈ P × P, there are three natural involutions of G, given by conjugation with the matrices I 1,1 , F, J , respectively. The first two are related to each other via the Cayley transform C and give rise to the symmeric space A × ∼ = Γ(A × ) ⊂ P. The third one gives rise the "c-dual symmetric space of A × " which is isomorphic to
Since −Φ j (I 1,1 ) = I 1,1 for j = 1, 2 , these two Lie algebras are stable under the grading derivation ad(I 1,1 ) of gl 2 (A) and hence are themselves 3-graded Lie algebras which, moreover, are stable under conjugation by the matrix F . It follows that the Jordan triple system corresponding to these involutive 3 -graded Lie algebras is given by restricting the one from gl 2 (A) to −Φ jinvariants. Now,
and hence the Jts associated to sp(A, * ) is Herm(A, * ) and the Jts associated to u(A, A, * ) is Aherm(A, * ).
8.3. The (anti-) hermitian projective line. Next we are going to describe the geometries associated to Herm(A, * ) and to Aherm(A, * ). We have to extend the involutions * and − * of A to globally defined maps P → P. The idea is simply to send an element im(p) ∈ P, where p ∈ P , to the element ker(Φ j (p)), j = 1, 2 . This is well-defined: Moreover, if V = A × A and ϕ = Φ j , j = 1, 2, 3 , then P is stable under ϕ.
Proof. First of all, if p 2 = p, then also (ϕ(p)) 2 = ϕ(p), hence ϕ(p) is a projection. If p and q are projections such that im(p) = im(q), then there exists g ∈ GL A (V ) such that q = p • g . Hence ker(ϕ(q)) = ker(ϕ(g) • ϕ(p)) = ker(ϕ(p)) since ϕ(g) is bijective. Thus ϕ is well-defined. Clearly, ϕ is bijective with inverse ϕ −1 .
The transformation property under g follows from ϕ(g) −1 . ker(ϕ(p)) = ker(ϕ(g) −1 ϕ(p)ϕ(g)) = ker(ϕ(gpg −1 )) = ϕ(im(gpg −1 )) = ϕ(g. im(p)).
Now let ϕ = Φ j , j = 1, 2 , and im(p) ∈ P. Then there exists g ∈ GL 2 (A) with gpg , which has kernel ϕ(g)(A × 0) ∼ = A. For j = 3 , it suffices to note that the matrices F and I 1,1 are conjugate to each other (cf. Section 8.5), and hence also Φ 2 and Φ 3 are conjugate to each other.
The Lemma shows that Φ j for j = 1, 2 is induced by the automorphism Φ j : E 2 (A) → E 2 (A) (which is well-defined since, by (8.1), the unipotent groups P ± defined in (7.8) are stable under Φ j , j = 1, 2 ), i.e. Φ j is given by . First of all, this implies that z must be invertible in adjoint map is continuous; e.g., one may assume that K is a topological field and V finitedimensional over K , or that we are in a Hilbert-space setting. Then Φ 1 (X) is the adjoint of X ∈ End(V ⊕ V ) w.r.t. the bilinear form on V ⊕ V given by
In particular, if b is a scalar product over K = R, then sp(A, * ) really is the symplectic Lie algebra sp(V × V, R). This is essentially the context considered in [Be96] (see also [Be00, Ch. VIII.4]).
As is seen by elementary Linear Algebra (cf. loc. cit.), Φ 1 : P → P is then the "orthocomplement map" with respect to (8.6) (where P is the Grassmannian of subspaces of type V in V ⊕V having complement of type V ), and hence the hermitian projective line corresponds to the "Lagrangian variety with respect to the symplectic form", and the anti-hermitian projective line corresponds to "Lagrangians with respect to the quadratic neutral form" into which the orthogonal group O(V, b) can be imbedded.
A quantum mechanical interpretation
As explained in the introduction, there is a strong structural analogy between the mathematics considered in this work and the axiomatics of quantum mechanics. In the following, we give some examples for this structural analogy by proposing a "dictionary" between the language of generalized projective geometries and the language of quantum mechanics. This dictionary is by no means complete -we do not attack topics such as spectral theory of our observables or the use of unbounded operators. However, it seems that the theory of Jordan pairs and -triple systems is rich and flexible enough to incorporate such aspects; we intend to investigate these questions in future work. Our references for classical, linear Quantum Theory are [Th81] and [Va85] . According to [Th81, p. 33] , the "Basic Assumption of Quantum Theory" is formulated as follows: "The observables and states of a system are described by hermitian elements a of a C * -algebra A and by states on A." Let us see what this assumption implies if one tries to interprete it on the level of the projective completion of the algebra of hermitian elements. Consequently, we will start with the observables and not with the states. 9.1. Observables. The space of observables is the space X + of a generalized projective geometry (X + , X − ). The space X − may be called the "space of non-observables" or the "space of observers". As standard model we may take the hermitian projective line X + = P h over an (infinite-dimensional) associative involutive c.i.a (A, * ). In this case, X + and X − are canonically isomorphic (the isomorphism is a canonical null-system in the sense of [Be03a] ). For a general approach, it seems not necessary to assume that K = C .
States and pure states.
A state is an intrinsic subspace of X + , i.e. a subset Y ⊂ X + which appears linearly (i.e. as an affine subspace) with respect to any affinization y ∈ X − . Such subspaces correspond to inner ideals of V + in Jordan theory (cf. [Be02, 2.7.(4)], [BL04] ). A pure state is an intrinsic line, i.e. a proper intrinsic subspace which is minimal for inclusion. The superposition of two pure states is the intrinsic subspace generated by the two lines. Under some additional assumptions, pure states correspond to division idempotents of the Jordan pair, and spaces of certain states form again a generalized projective geometry (cf. [Ka01] for results that point into this direction). Pure states correspond to rank-one elements (cf. [Lo94] for the notion of "rank"), and they are closely related to chains in the sense of Chain Geometry (cf. [H95] ).
9.3. The Hamilton operator. A Hamilton operator is a polarity p : X + → X − (cf. Section 6.1). A Hamilton operator is called free if the polarity p is an inner polarity in the sense of [Be03a] . In the standard model, there exists a free Hamilton operator p 0 , given by the matrix F (called the "natural polarity" in Section 8.6). Then a general Hamilton operator can be seen as a deformation or modification of the free one as explained in Section 8.6; in particular, via Equation (8.5) every invertible hermitian element H leads to new Hamilton operator that needs in case of the (anti-) hermitian projective line we may take G = Sp(A, * ), resp. G = U(A, A, * ) which are unitary groups associated to an involutive c.i.a. and hence, as we have seen in Section 8.6, are Lie groups. We intend to investigate the problem of Lie group extensions of general projective groups in future work.
